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Abstract. The hydrodynamic equations for the large-amplitude, adiabatic pulsations
of a spherically symmetric, inhomogeneous star are solved by a method of approximation
in which the form of the fluid velocity is specified a priori. The assumed velocity is a
nonlinear function of the radius and contains two arbitrary functions of time. These
two functions are determined by a pair of second-order, quasi-linear, ordinary differential
equations, and an analytic, periodic solution to these equations is constructed. This
solution corresponds to large amplitude, anharmonic, nonlinear pulsations of a star in
which the fluid velocity is a travelling wave. A specific inhomogeneous star is studied to
demonstrate the feasibility of numerically solving the pair of differential equations and
of constructing the periodic solution.

1. Introduction. It is shown by Rosseland [1] that the hydrodynamic equations
for the adiabatic motion of an homogeneous, spherically symmetric star admit an analyt-
ical solution when the fluid velocity is a separable function of radius and time. This
Eulerian velocity has been called a linear wave velocity by McVittie [2], Disney, McNally
and Wright [3] among others because its positional dependence is proportional to the
radial coordinate. Lin, Mestal and Shu [4], Fujimoto [5] and others have investigated
the motions of ellipsoidal, self-gravitating, homogeneous distributions of matter. In
these cases the density is assumed to depend only on time, and the Eulerian velocity
is assumed to depend linearly on position.

In this paper the adiabatic motions of non-radiating, spherically symmetric stars
are investigated for cases in which the Eulerican velocity is assumed to be a nonlinear
function of position and the density is assumed to depend both on the radial coordinate
and time. In Sec. 2 the nonlinear velocity is introduced; a Lagrangian radial coordinate
is found; the density and pressure are found in terms of arbitrary functions; and the
condition of motion about hydrostatic equilibrium is imposed.

The assumed velocity law involves two functions of time and a theory is developed
in Sec. 3 to determine these functions. It is not possible to solve for the adiabatic motion
of an inhomogeneous star in a pointwise exact manner. Two ordinary differential equa-
tions for the two functions of time are derived, however, from the condition that the
solution to the hydrodynamic equations is "globally" exact.
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edge the helpful advice of Prof. G. C. McVittie in preparing this article, and the programming assistance
of Mr. J. M. Michl.
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In Sec. 4 the two nonlinear differential equations are transformed into a "quasi-
linear" form, and in Sec. 5 various special and approximate solutions are found. Two
other possible equilibrium solutions are obtained and the known solution for an homo-
geneous star is reviewed in the present notation. The method of variation of parameters
of an approximate solution is used to obtain an alternative set of three first order dif-
ferential equations. Next a single parameter family of large-amplitude, anharmonic,
periodic solutions for an inhomogeneous star is obtained by expansion of the solution
in terms of a certain constant 5. This constant vanishes for an homogeneous star, and
the solution is constructed so that it reduces to the known solution for an homogeneous
star in the limit as 5 tends to zero. A simple inhomogeneous star is treated in Sec. 6 and
curves of constant energy are given. The nature of the additional equilibrium points
is discussed, and the results of two numerical integrations of the first-order equations
are presented. Five members of the family of periodic solutions are given by graphs.
In the final section the possible observable quantities of this theory are obtained.

2. Kinematics of the assumed velocity law.
2.1 A nonlinear velocity law. The hydrodynamical motion of a spherically sym-

metric star can be described in terms of an Eulerian velocity v(r, t). The only boundary
condition on this velocity is that it vanishes at the center of the star for all times; that is,
v(r = 0, t) = 0. It is assumed that the amplitude of the motion of the star may be large,
but also that it is sufficiently "smooth" that the radial dependence of v can be developed
in a Taylor series about r = 0. Only the first two terms of this series are retained, and
it is assumed that these two terms involve the first and third powers of r. The coefficients
of these two terms depend only on time, and for later simplicity the velocity law is
written as

v(r, t) = r[m/R(t) ~ Mt)(r/R(t))% (2.101)
The "undetermined coefficients" R(t) and a(t) depend only on time, and dots are used
to denote time differentiation. When a(t) is identically zero, the velocity law (2.101)
reduces to the well-known linear wave velocity. To the best of the author's knowledge,
the consequences of the nonlinear velocity law (2.101) have not been studied before.

2.2 A Lagrangian radial coordinate. In spherical symmetry it is often convenient
to proceed in terms of the Lagrangian scheme of hydrodynamics. The connection between
the Eulerian and Lagrangian formulations is found by integration of the ordinary
differential equation

f(t) = v(r, t). (2.201)

The constant of integration obtained by integration of this equation is the Lagrangian
or co-moving radial coordinate of the gas shells. When (2.101) is substituted in (2.201)
Bernoulli's equation results, and it is integrated as

r({, 0 = wn 1 + am2]-1'2, (2.202)
where £ is a dimensionless constant of integration. The form (2.202) is chosen in order
that linear wave results should hold when a(t) = 0. The constant of integration £ is
interpreted as a label for the shells of gas which make up the star; hence, the radial
coordinate r of the £th shell of gas is computed from (2.202) at all times when R(t)
and a(t) are given. Only finite distributions of gas are considered, and it is assumed that
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they have an outer boundary at £ = 1. Thus, the radius of the boundary rb(t) is computed
from (2.202) as

r„{t) = R(t)[ 1 + a(t)]~I/2. (2.203)

It is assumed that the star oscillates about some equilibrium configuration which is
defined to occur when R = R0, a constant, and a = 0. From (2.203), R0 can be interpreted
as the equilibrium radius of the star.

2.3 The density distribution. In the Lagrangian scheme, the radial and temporal
dependence of the density p(£, t) is easily determined by differentiation of r(£, t). The
Lagrangian continuity equation is

pfe t) = Po{t)/[{r/tf{dr/dk)], (2.301)
where p0(£) is some non-negative function which vanishes for £ > 1. From (2.202) the
density (2.301) is obtained as

P& 0 = [1 + amT2Po(Z)/R\t). (2.302)
In equilibrium, R = R0 , a = 0, and the function p0(£) is related to the equilibrium
density p,(£) by (2.302) as

Po® = R03p.(a), £ = r/R0 . (2.303)

2.4 The pressure distribution for adiabatic motion. If only adiabatic transformations
are considered, the "adiabatic pressure" Pa is obtained from

P.fe t) = [pfe 0/po(l)]5/3n©, (2.401)
where Po(£) is some non-negative function which vanishes for £ > 1 and it is assumed
that the ratio of specific heats is 5/3. From (2.302) and (2.401) there is obtained

P0& 0 = [1 + amT/6Po^)/R\t). (2.402)

In equilibrium, R = R0 , a = 0, and the adiabatic pressure is assumed to reduce to the
equilibrium pressure PJO. By (2.402) these functions are related by

Pott) = RoPXO, £ = r/Ro ■ (2.403)
The equilibrium density and pressure distributions are related by the equation of
hydrostatic equilibrium

dPe(r)/dr = —Gpt(r)m(r)/r2,

where G is the constant of gravitation and m(r) is the mass interior to the radius r. In
terms of p0(£) and P<>(£), the last equation is by (2.303) and (2.403)

dPa(Q/dH = -Gfi„po(£M£)/S2 (2-404)
where

m(£) = 4ir f v2Po(v) d-q. (2.405)
Jo

The techniques for integration of (2.404) can be found in books on stellar structure;
see, for example, Cox and Giuli [6], The boundary condition on the ordinary differential
equation (2.404) is that P0(£ = 1) = 0. The complications due to radiative transfer
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and nuclear energy generation are too difficult to be considered here. As a result there
is only one equation (2.404) between the unknown functions P0(0 and p0(£). Throughout
what follows it is assumed that p0(£) is some given positive function of £, and that P0(£)
is computed by integration of (2.404).

3. Dynamical considerations.
3.1 The method of approximation. The force equation for a star can be written in

the Lagrangian scheme as

dPJdk = -p(dr/dO(d2r/dt2 + Gm/r2) (3.101)

where P„(£, t) is called the "momentum" pressure to distinguish it from the "adiabatic"
pressure P„(£, t) which is computed from (2.402). If p0(£), Ii(t) and a(t) are given, then
the right-hand side of (3.101) is determined. Thus, Pm{ij, t) can be obtained by integration
of (3.101) with the boundary condition that Pm(£ = 1, t) = 0.

In general, if p0(£), R(t) and a{t) are given arbitrarily, the pressures computed from
(2.402) and (3.101) will not agree. The difference in the pressures «(£, t) is defined by

t) = Pm& 0 ~ P.(f, t). (3.102)
This difference vanishes identically in two cases: 1) in equilibrium when R = R0, a = 0
and p0(£) arbitrary; 2) for a homogeneous star for which p0(£) is a constant, R is a com-
putable function of t and a = 0. Although these are the only two cases where it can be
guaranteed that e(£, t) = 0, there should be some general way of proceeding so that
|«(£, <)| is tolerably small when R, a and p0 are not constant. The precedure which is
followed here is to choose R{t) and a(t) ,leaving p„(£) arbitrary, such that the integral
of e over the volume of the star always vanishes; that is,

fJo
r2t(dr/d£) = 0. (3.103)

For R(t) and a(t) chosen in this way, the resulting solution to the hydrodynamic equations
for the adiabatic motion of a star is "globally exact" in the sense of (3.103), but since in
general f(£, t) 0, it is pointwise in error.

If the initial restrictive assumption (2.101) about the nature of the gas flow were not
made, there would be no distinction between the adiabatic and momentum pressures,
the total energy of the star would be derivable from the force euqation, and the total
energy would be constant for all possible adiabatic motions of a star. The procedure used
here to approximate some of these motions with the assumption (2.101) is as follows:
the total energy of the star is computed from the adiabatic pressure, the resulting energy
is treated as the Hamiltonian for a mechanical system with two degrees of freedom, and
two second-order, ordinary differential equations are derived from Hamilton's equations.
Any solution to this pair of equations then yields an R{t) and a{t) such that (3.103) holds.

8.2 The total kinetic energy. The total kinetic energy (K.E.) of the star is the integral
over the volume of the star of the kinetic energy per unit volume, \pv2. In the Lagrangian
scheme this integral is

K.E. = 2,r r ?Pa(Mdr(Z, t)/dt]2
Jo

When (2.202) is substituted in this expression, there is obtained
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K.E. = 2wpc[R2u(a) + RRau'(a) + | R2au"(a)], (3.201)

where the constant pc and the function u(a) are defined by

Pc = (' ?P»(B d{, pcu(a) = f fpo(9(l + at)'1 (It, (3.202)
J 0 •'O

and where, here and below, primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument
indicated.

Two transformations reduce (3.201) to a simple diagonal form. If q{R, a) is defined by

q = [U(a)]1/2R; (3.203)

then (3.201) becomes
K.E. = 2irpc[<f + q2 a2 w (a)/8u2 (a)], (3.204)

where w(a) is defined by
w(a) = u(a)u"(a) — 2[u'(a)]2. (3.205)

If p0(£) is a positive integrable function, it can be shown that u(a) and w(a) are positive,
finite functions for — 1 < a < . Thus, the function 6(a) defined by

d6/da = (w/2)1/2/2u, 6(a = 0) = 0, (3.206)

is a well-defined, invertible function of a. With this second transformation (3.204)
becomes

K.E. = 2trPc{q + q2e2). (3.207)

3.3 The internal energy. The total internal energy (I.E.) of the star is the integral
over the volume of the star of the internal energy per unit volume, §P; that is,

I .E. = 07T f r2I'(dr/dQ d%.
Jo

It is assumed that the total internal energy of the star is identical for both Pa and Pm
so that (3.103) holds. By (2.202) and (2.402) the last equation becomes

I.E. = 6tr/T2 f {2(1 + aey/3P0(tO dt
^0

The transformation (3.203) in this equation yields

I.E. = 6 TrPcV1(6)/q2, (3.301)

where the constant Pc and the "potential" Vi (6) are defined by

Pc = f m© di, PcVAB) = u(a) f1 ?{1 + aff/3P0(0 dt, (3.302)
•^o Jo

and where a = a(6) is the inverse of the transformation (3.206).
3.4 The gravitational potential energy. The total gravitational potential energy (9.)

of the star is the integral over the volume of the star of the gravitational potential energy
per unit volume, —Gpm/r. In spherical symmetry this is

U = — iirG [ r VpoiQmiQ d£.
Jo
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From (2.202) the last expression becomes

Q = -4wGR-1 f f(l + af)1/2Po©mft) d£.
Jo

The transformation (3.203) then yields

S2 = -4 irGPcMKV2(d)/q, (3.401)

where the total mass of the star M and the "structure constant" K are defined by

M = 4tt [ Z'poiQdt, K = f £p0(Qm(Qdi/p.M, (3.402)
Jo Jo

where the "potential" V2(8) is computed from

P,MKV2{e) = ul/\a) f {(1 + a£2)1/2p0(£)m© d£, (3.403)
Jo

and where a = a(6) is computed as the inverse to (3.206). From (3.202), (3.302) and
(3.403) the functions u(a), Fx(0) and V2(d) are dimensionless and have the value unity
at a = 8 = 0.

A connection between Pc (3.302) and K (3.402) is obtained from (3.302) by an inte-
gration by parts and (2.404) as

Pc = \GpeMRaK. (3.404)
From this, (3.301) becomes

I.E. = 2irGPcMRnKVl(d)/q\ (3.405)

3.5 The total energy. The constant total energy of the star is denoted by 4:irpcE0
and is the sum of the total kinetic, internal and gravitational potential energies. Thus,
from (3.207), (3.405) and (3.401) there is obtained

= i(q + <1?) + GMK^R0V1(e)/q2 - V»(e)/q). (3.501)

If (3.501) is considered to be the Hamiltonian for a dynamical system with two degrees
of freedom represented by q and 8, then Hamilton's equations (see for example Goldstein
[7]) yield

q - q82 = GMKiRoVM/rf - V2(0)/q2], (3.502)

d{q26)/dt = GMK[-iRoV1'(8)/q2 + V2'{6)/q). (3.503)

These two differential equations have the integral (3.501).
In summary, it is assumed that p„(£) and R0 are given. The function P0(£) is computed

for this p0(£) from the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (2.404). The constants pc, Pc,
M and K are computed from (3.202), (3.302) or (3.404) and (3.402), respectively. The
function u(a) and its derivatives are computed from the second equation of (3.202).
The function 8(a) and its inverse a(8) are computed from (3.206). The potentials Fi(8)
and V2(8) are computed from (3.302) and (3.403). With Fi(6) and F2(0) determined,
(3.502) and (3.503) may be integrated to yield q(t) and 8(t) which guarantee that (3.103)
holds. Then R(t) and a(t) are found from q(t) and 8(t) by the inverses to the transforma-
tions (3.203) and (3.206). Hence, r(£, t), p(£, t) and Pa(lj, t) can be computed for this R{t)
and a(t) by (2.202), (2.302) and (2.402).
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4. A quasi-linear set of equations.
4-1 A general transjormation. The equations (3.502) and (3.503) exhibit a certain

simple structure in the variable q which is analogous to the form of the equations in the
Newtonian two-body problem (see, for example, Danby [8]). To take advantage of this,
the dependent variable Z{<p) and the independent variable <p are defined as

Z = R0/q, dip/dt = Z2/T0 , (4.101)

where T0 is a constant with the units of time; hence, Z and <p are dimensionless. With
these transformations (3.501), (3.502) and (3.503) become

I[Z'2M + + VM)Z2) - vmz = e, (4.102)

Z"(v) + (e'\<p) + vmz = v2(e), (4.103)
+ ivm = v,'(e)/z, (4.104)

where E = E0(T0/R0)2 is dimensionless and where T0 is chosen to satisfy

GMKT0/R0 = 1. (4.105)

The advantage of the transformations (4.101) is that the left-hand side of (4.103) is
linear in Z; the disadvantage is that (4.101) requires an additional integration to obtain

Jh2 Small amplitude in 6. It is now assumed that |0(<)| is small and, therefore,
that Fi(0) and V2(d) can be expanded in a Taylor series and truncated at the quadratic
power of 0, namely,

7,(0) = 1 + 2 <50 + ad2, (4.201)

F2(0) = 1 + 50 + i/302. (4.202)

It should be recalled that u, Fi and F2 are unity at a = 0 = 0. The coefficients of 0 in
these two expressions are 25 and 5 because (2.404) is assumed to hold. Recourse to the
definitions (3.302) and (3.403) along with the use of the chain rule, (2.404) and (3.206)
yields eventually for the constants in (4.201) and (4.202)

5 = [2/«,(0)]1/2[M'(0) + jT ePom dk / jf ?Pom di.J , (4.203)

a = [4/w(0)]|^m"(0) + ^2m'(0) ^ £3p0m J £p0m d^j j ^ £p0m

+ [2/w(0)]1/2 5[u'(0) - w'(0)/2w(0)], (4.204)

0 = [4M0)][-i«'2(0) + «"(0) + (u'(0) f ?Pam di

- | [ ?P0m d^j j J Zp0m, d!$1+ [2/w(0)]l/2 5(2m' - w'/w) (4.205)

where w(0), u'(0), etc. denote the values of the functions w(a), u'(a), etc. at a = 0.
These dimensionless constants involve only integrals of p„ (£) and may be computed once
p0(£) is specified.

When (4.201) and (4.202) are substituted in (4.103) and (4.104) there is obtained
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Z" + (1 + 0'2 + 2 se + ad2)Z = 1 + 56 + §/302, (4.206)

Z0" + («Z - 0)6 = 5(1 - Z). (4.207)

The dependence of the left-hand sides of (4.206) and (4.207) is linear in Z and 6, respec-
tively, but the coupling is nonlinear, so it is appropriate to call (4.206) and (4.207)
quasi-linear.

5. Approximate and special solutions. From the summary at the end of Sec. 3.5,
the essential problem of the theory developed in this paper is the solution of the equations
(3.502) and (3.503). Even though these equations have been reduced to the quasi-linear
set (4.206) and (4.207) which are correct to order 62, it is by no means a simple task to
integrate these equations exactly. By investigating various numerical solutions to these
equations, this author has discovered various special and approximate solutions which
are given next.

5.1 Equilibrium solutions. An "equilibrium solution" to (4.206) and (4.207) is
defined to be any solution for which Z and 6 are constants. Since the theory of this paper
has assumed that the star oscillates about a state of hydrostatic equilibrium, it is to be
expected that (4.206) and (4.207) should have at least one equilibrium solution. This
expected solution is Z = 1, 6 = 0. However, this is not the only equilibrium solution.
If Z" and 6' are set equal to zero in (4.206), there is obtained

Z = (1 + SO + §002)/(l + 286 + ad2). (5.101)

If 6" is set equal to zero in (4.207) and if (5.101) is used to eliminate Z, there is obtained
d[a(3e2 + 3<5/30 - 2(a - 0 - 52)] = 0.

There are three values of 6 which satisfy this cubic equation, namely, 0 = 0 and

6 = —35/2a ± [2(a - /3)/a/3 + 52(9/3 - 8a)/4a2/3]I/2. (5.102)

Each of these values of 9 has a corresponding value of Z which is computed from (5.101).
Thus, as long as the radical in (5.102) is real, (4.206) and (4.207) have three equilibrium
solutions.

5.2 The homogeneous star. To illustrate the foregoing theory, and to summarize the
known results in the present notation, the case of a homogeneous star is considered in
this section. It is assumed that

Pott) = 3M/4tt (5.201)
where M is the constant total mass of the star. Following the summary at the end of
Sec. 3.5, it is found from (2.405) and (2.404) that

m© = Mt, P„tt) = 3GM2i?0(l - £2)/8tt. (5.202)

From (3.202), (3.302) and (3.402) there comes

Pc = 3M/20tt, Pc = GM2R0/20ir, K = 1. (5.203)

The function via) can be obtained in terms of elementary functions from the definition
(3.202) as

u(a) = 5[£a + (u„(a) - l)/a2], (5.204)

where u0(a) is defined as
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Mo (a) = f (1 + a£)
Jo

a > 0,

= 1 a = 0, (5.205)
= |( —a)1/2 In {[1 + (-a),/2]/[ 1 - (-a)1/2]|, a < 0.

The formula (5.204) is not useful for numerical evaluation near a = 0; hence, a power
series for u(a) which converges for |a| < 1 is derived from (3.202) as

u(a) = 5 it (— l)"a"/(2n + 5). (5.206)
n = 0

From the last formula m'(0), m"(0) and u"'(0) may be easily computed.
The relation between a and 0 is found to order 02 from (3.206) as

a(0) = 2[2/w(O)]1/20 + [2M0)][2w'(0) - t(/(O)/w(O)]02. (5.207)

When (5.206) is used, the numerical coefficients in (5.207) are found as

a(0) = 9.391530 + 278.81702. (5.208)

It has been assumed that the potentials Fi (0) and F2(0) are adequately approximated
by (4.201) and (4.202). The constants a, /3 and <5 are computed from (4.203), (4.204)
and (4.205) for the density (5.201) as

5 = 0, a = 47/3, 0 = 3. (5.209)
For the homogeneous star the equilibrium solutions (5.102) and (5.101) are obtained
from (5.209) as

Z = 1, 0 = 0; Z = 0.191489, 6 = ±0.734171. (5.210)

With the constants (5.209), Eqs. (4.206) and (4.207) reduce to

Z" + (1 + 6'2 + ad2)Z = 1 + i/302, (5.211)

0" + (a - 0/Z)6 = 0. (5.212)
This pair of equations has the particular solution

Z(cp) = 1 + e cos 6(<p) = 0, (5.213)

where e is a constant of integration called the "skewness parameter." In the sequel the
solution (5.213) is referred to as the "homogeneous solution." In the present notation,
the homogeneous solution is the time part of the separable velocity which Rosseland [1]
obtained in his Sec. 7.4 for an homogeneous star.

For the homogeneous solution, the connection between t and <p can be found in terms
of elementary functions. When (5.213) is substituted in the second equation of (4.101),
the integral which results is most easily performed by tangents of half angles. Thus,
when 0 < e < 1 the parameter ^ is defined as

tan f/x = [(1 - e)/(1 + e)]1/2 tan \<p,

and the integral is found to be

(t — t0)/T = (2ir)_1(m — e sin n)
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where t0 is a constant of integration and T is the time period of the oscillation given by

T = 2tt(1 - e2)~3/2T0 .

From (4.105) and (5.203) the period is

T = 2ir(GM)~1/2[R0/(l - e2)]3/2, (5.214)

which relates the time period to the mass M, radius R0 and amplitude of the motion e.
It should be noted that even if the quadratic terms in 6 are neglected in (5.211), the

general solution to the pair of equations (5.211) and (5.212) is not a simple task. For in
this case (5.212) becomes with the first equation of (5.213)

d" + [a - 0/(1 + e cos <p)]e = 0. (5.215)

The coefficients of this linear, second-order differential equation are periodic, and for
\e\ < 1, (5.215) is Hill's differential equation (Hill [9]). The solution to such an equation
may or may not be a bounded function, and an investigation of the stability of (5.215)
is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.3 Approximate general solution. It is obvious that (5.215) can be immediately
integrated if 0 = 0. In this and only this section it is assumed that 0=5 = 0 and the
general solution to (4.206) and (4.207) is constructed. With this assumption (4.207)
is independent of Z\ hence, the coefficient of Z in (4.206) must be a constant of integration.
If this constant is denoted by S2, there is obtained from the energy integral (4.102) with
(4.201) and (4.202)

i[Z'2 + S2Z2] - Z = E, d'2 + 1 + a92 = S2. (5.301)

This pair of equations may be integrated as

Z = £-2[l + (1 + 2S2E)U2 cos S<p], 6= [(£2 - 1)/«]1/2 cos - Vo), (5.302)

where E, S and <po are constants of integration. The fourth constant of integration
amounts to a trivial shift of the solution (5.302) along the <p-axis and is suppressed. The
general solution to (4.206) and (4.207) when 0 = 5 — 0 is written in the form (5.302)
for comparison with later results.

5.4 First-order equations. The general solution to the pair of second-order equations
(4.206) and (4.207) must involve four constants of integration. One constant is known
by the energy integral (4.102). In this section an alternative set of three first-order
equations is derived which explicitly contain the energy constant.

By analogy with the preceeding section, the function S(<p) is defined by

s2(v) = e'2 + vde) = i + e'2 + 2se + ae2. (5.401)

With this definition (4.102) and (4.206) become

Z'2 + S2Z2 - 2V2Z = 2E, (5.402)

Z" + S2Z = y2 . (5.403)

If (5.402) is differentiated with respect to ip and if the equation which results is compared
with (5.403), a differential equation for S(<p) is obtained as

dS2/d,<p = 2 V2'(d)6'(<p)/Z(<p), (5.404)
which is the first equation.
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The form of the energy integral (5.402) can be changed by completing squares to

Z'2 = <S2[(F22 + 2S2E)/S4 - (Z - V2/S2)2]. (5.405)

Since Z'2 cannot be negative, (5.405) determines the amplitude of Z. To take advantage
of this, the function X(^) is defined by

z = S~2[V2 + (F22 + 2S2E)1'2 cos X]. (5.406)

The function Z'(<p) can be computed in two ways: by differentiation of (5.406) and by
substitution of (5.406) in (5.405). If these two results are equated, a differential equation
for X(<p) is obtained. Hence, substitution of (5.406) in (5.405) gives

Z' = — (S_1(F22 + 2S2E)1/2 sin X, (5.407)

where the negative root is chosen so that Z' is negative when Z decreases. Differentiating
(5.406) with respect to <p yields eventually

Z' = - (V2V2'd'/SiZ) sin2 X - S'2X'(V22 + 2S2E)U2 sin X, (5.408)

where (5.404) and (5.406) have been used. When (5.407) and (5.408) are equated, a
differential equation for X is obtained as

X'(v) = S - V2(6)V2'(d)d'(<p)[S2Z(V22 + 2S2E)1/T1 sinX, (5.409)

which is the second equation.
By completing squares (5.401) can be rewritten as

6'2 = a[((S2 - 1 )a + S2)/a - (0 + B/a)2}. (5.410)

Since 6'2 cannot be negative (5.410) determines the amplitude of 6. The function Y(<p)
is defined by

0 = a1 {-8 + [(S2 - 1)« + 82]1/2 cos Y}. (5.411)

Substitution of (5.411) in (5.410) gives

g' = -(S2 - 1 + 52/a)1/2 sin Y, (5.412)

where the negative square root is chosen so that 9' is negative when 0 decreases. A
differentiation of (5.411) yields

e' = —cT'IOS2 - 1)« + 82]1/2F' sin F + ±(dS2/d<p)[(S2 - l)a + S2}'1/2 cos F.

When the last two equations are equated, there is obtained

Y' = a1/2 + ia(dS2/d<p)[(S2 - 1)« + 52]"1 cot F.

By (5.404) and (5.412) this last equation becomes

Y'(<p) = a1/2{l - V2'(d)Z-1[(S2 - 1 )a + 52]"172 cos F}, (5.413)

which is the third equation.
In this section the integration of (4.206) and (4.207) with the energy integral (4.102)

has been reduced to the integration of the three first-order equations (5.404), (5.409)
and (5.413). These three equations are essentially variations of the parameters of the
solution found in Sec. 5.3. To check this, it is assumed that fi - 5 = 0, so that from
(4.202) V2(d) = 1, and the three equations are immediately integrated as <S2 = constant,
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X = S<p + constant, Y = a1/2<p + constant; hence, (5.406) and (5.411) reduce to (5.302).
5.5 A periodic solution. When 0 < e < 1, the homogeneous solution (5.213) repre-

sents large-amplitude, periodic, anharmonic oscillations of an homogeneous star. In
this section a similar solution for inhomogeneous stars is constructed which reduces to
the homogeneous solution in the limit as S approaches zero.

If the independent variable x is defined as

X = a<p (5.501)

where c is a constant, then (4.206) and (4.207) become

aZ"(x) + [1 + <j\e'{x))2 + 2 86 + ad2]Z = 1 + 86 + i/302, (5.502)

a2ze"{x) + (aZ - (8)0 = 5(1 - Z). (5.503)

The constant a is considered to be an eigenvalue which is determined by the condition
that the solution to (5.502) and (5.503) be periodic.

It is now assumed that 8 is a small quantity whose cubes and higher powers may be
neglected and the solution to (5.502) and (5.503) is expanded in powers of 8 and trun-
cated as

Z(x) = Z„(x) + 82Z,(x). (5.504)

6(x) = 8 6„{x), (5.505)

<t2 = 1 + 82al . (5.506)

There would be a considerable simplification if the quadratic terms in 0 in (5.502) could
be neglected. From (5.505) 0 is assumed to be on the order of 5; hence, all of the terms
involving 0 in (5.502) are of the same order, 82. Therefore, the quadratic terms in (5.502)
must be included to obtain the desired order of accuracy. The form of the expansions
in (5.504), (5.505) and (5.506) is chosen so that this solution reduces to the homogeneous
solution (5.213) as 8 tends to zero.

When (5.504), (5.505) and (5.506) are substituted in (5.502) and (5.503) and corre-
sponding powers of 8 are equated, there is obtained in the order of increasing powers of 8

Z0" + Z0 = I, (5.507)

Z06+ (aZo - 0)00 = 1 - Zo, (5.508)

Z/' + z, = -cr.Zo" - Z060'2 - {2Zq - 1)00 - (aZ0 - i/3)0„2. (5.509)

Inclusion of higher powers of 8 in (5.504) and (5.505) would yield equations whose
whose operators on the left-hand side are of the same form as in (5.507) and (5.509) for
the terms in Z and as in (5.508) for the terms in 0. The functions on the right-hand side
of (5.508) and (5.509) are such that they depend only on quantities which are determined
by the preceeding equations. This property would continue to hold if additional powers
of 8 were included in (5.504) and (5.505).

The solution to (5.507) is taken to be

Z0(x) = 1 + e cos x (5.510)

where in this section e is assumed to be the only non-zero constant of integration which
lies in the range 0 < e < 1.
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Substitution of (5.510) in (5.508) gives

(1 + e cos x)60" + (a — /3 + ae cos x)60 = —e cos x. (5.511)

Because (5.511) is a linear, second-order, inhomogeneous differential equation, the
general solution to (5.511) is the sum of the solutions to its homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous parts. The homogeneous part of (5.511) is Hill's differential equation (Hill [9],
McLachlan [10]). Methods of solution and determining the stability of Hill's equation
are known and are not pursued here. Whether the solution to the homogeneous part
of (5.511) is stable or unstable determines whether solutions to (5.511) "near" the
periodic solution constructed next are stable or unstable. In addition, the general solution
to the homogeneous part of (5.511) is suppressed because it would involve two additional
constants of integration whereas e is assumed to be the only non-trivial constant of
integration in this section.

Since (5.511) only involves cos x, the solution to the inhomogeneous part of (5.511)
is assumed to be a Fourier cosine series, namely

0o(x) = 23 a„ cos nx (5.512)
n = 0

Substitution of (5.512) in (5.511) yields the following recursion relations for the ans
when the separate coefficients of cos nx are equated:

2 (a — /3)a0 + (a — \)eai = 0

aea0 + (a — /3 — l)ai + |(<x — 4 )ea2 = —e (5.513)

[(n — l)2 — a]ea„_, + 2(n2 — a + /3)a„ + [(n + l)2 — a]ea„+1 = 0, n > 2.

When (5.510) is substituted in (5.509) there comes
Z\" + Zi = <jxe cos x — (1 +. e cos x)du'2 — (1 + 2e cos x)60 — (a — §/3 + ae cos x)d02.

(5.514)
To solve this differential equation it is necessary to square (5.512) and its derivative;
hence,

02 = d„ cos nx, d0'2 = U cos nx (5.515)

where

i„ = a2 + ^ X ai<2> U = \ Yj k2ak2,
^ k=l ^ k=l

, 1d- = 2 a0an + £ (ffl|»-ti + a„+k)ak , n > 1,
k = 0 J

(5.516)

1 00
fn = o 23 P ~ n)alk_n{ + (Jc + n)ak+n]kak , n > 1.

^ k= 1

The solution to (5.514) is assumed to be the Fourier cosine series

Zi(x) =6o+23 cos nx. (5.517)
n = 2

A term in cos x is not included in (5.517) because its coefficient would be an arbitrary
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constant whereas e in (5.510) is assumed to be the only constant of integration. Substitu-
tion of (5.512), (5.515) and (5.517) in (5.514) yields, when the separate coefficients
of cos nx are equated,

bo — — [a0 + (a — \&)d0 + f0 + 5e(2ai + otch + /,)], (5.518)

o-! = 2a0 + a-2 + oc(d0 + |rf2) + /o + 5/2 + [«i + (a — i@)d1 + /J/e, (5.519)

b„ = {an + (a — 5 0)d„ + /„ + 5e[2(an_! + a„+1)

+ a(d„-1 + d„+1) + fn—i + fn+i]}/(n2 — 1), n > 2, (5.520)

The Fourier coefficients an and bn which result when (5.513), (5.518) and (5.520) are
computed to order e3 are listed in Table 1 along with the eigenvalue <ri from (5.519). A
periodic solution to (4.206) and (4.207), correct to order e, is found from Table 1, (5.517),
(5.512), (5.510), (5.504) through (5.506) and (5.501) to be

Z = 1 + e cos {[1 - 52/2(a - 0 - l)fe>),

6 = -[be/{a - 0 - 1)] cos {[1 - S2/2(a - 0 - l)fe>}.
This solution may be directly verified by substitution in (4.206) and (4.207), and its
corresponds to one of the normal mode solutions which result when (4.206) and (4.207)
are linearized.

Table 1. Fourier coefficients correct to order e3.

(a - l)e2
dr\ — 2(« - 0)(a - 0 - 1)

_  e  J (a — l)e2 / a a — 4
a> = "a - 0 -~7 L 2{a~~0 - 1) \a - 0 + 2(a - 0 - 4)/_

(a — 1)6
a2 =  

(Z3 —

2(a - 13 - l)(a - 0 - 4)
 (a — l)(a — 4)e3
4(a — (3 — l)(a - 13 - 4)(9 - a + 0)

e2
do = jo = d2 = / 2 = W7 ~z tt22(a — /3 — 1)

d =  , 2f(a - Ma - 0 - l)2 + 2/1

/> = 2d3 = -/3 = -77 0 (a " ^ 
(a - 0 - l)2(a -0-4)

b =   ?! [» ~ 1 , a ~ iff +_I _ 21
2(« - 0 - 1) L« - 0 « - 0 - 1 "J

b =  ?!  ["a - |0 - 1 a ~ 1 21
2 6(a — 0 — 1) |_ a — 0 — 1 a — 0 — 4 J

, (a — l)e3 I" a a — 4
3 = ~32(a~~0 - l)(a - /T^^I) L« - 0 - 1 ~ 9 - a + 0

= 1 [. , (a ~ l)e2 /« + 0 + 2 _ 3a + 1
a — 0— lL a — 0— 1\ 2(a — 0) a - 1 +
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6. A numerical example.
6.1 An inhomogeneous star. To illustrate the preceeding theory, consider the simple

inhomogeneous density distribution

p„a) = 15Af(l - €2)/8tt, (6.101)

where M is the total mass of the star. Following the summary given at the end of Sec. 3.5,
the mass and pressure distributions are found from (2.404) and (2.405) to be

m(Q = p/£3(5 - 3$2), P0(£) = 15GM2R0(1 - f)2(2 - £2)/32tt. (6.102)

From (3.202), (3.302) and (3.402) there come

Pc = 3M/28tt, Pc = 5GM2i?0/847T, K = 5/3. (6.103)

The functions and the values of the constants obtained in this section should be compared
with the results for a homogeneous star found in Sec. 5.2.

The function u(a) can be evaluated in terms of elementary functions from the
definition (3.202) and (6.101) as

u(a) = y [ — 1/5a — (1 — a)3a2 + (1 — a)(l — u0(a))/a], (6.104)

where u0(a) is given by (5.205). The formula (6.104) is not useful for numerical evaluation
near a = 0. A power series for ii(a) which converges for |a| < 1 is derived from (3.202) as

oo

u(a) = 35 X) (-l)V/(2n + 5)(2n + 7). (6.105)
n = 0

From this series the values of w'(0), m"(0) and u"'(0) are easily obtained. From (5.207)
and (6.105) the relation between a and 6 correct to order d2 is obtained as

a(8) = 9.439270 + 47.2 1 52 02. (6.106)

The information needed about the potentials F[(0) and V2(d) is contained in the
constants a, 0, and 5. From (4.203), (4.204) and (4.205) there is obtained

« = 12.1727, 0 = 4.56503, 5 = -0.190692, (6.107)

which should be compared with (5.209). For the constants (6.107), the equilibrium
solutions (5.102) and (5.101) are

z = 1, 6 = 0; Z = 0.356556, 6 = 0.546051;
Z = 0.394043, 6 = -0.499047, (6.108)

as compared with the values for a homogeneous star given by (5.210).
6.2 Curves o] constant energy. One constant of integration for Eqs. (4.103) and

(4.104) is known from the total energy of the star (4.102). This integral determines
regions in the (Z, 6) plane in which the solution sets of (4.103) and (4.104) must lie.
For any given value of E, any point (Z, 6) may or may not be a member of the solution
set according to whether the kinetic energy f(Z'2 + Z~d'~) as computed from (4.102)
is positive or negative. If the kinetic energy is positive, the point (Z, 6) can be a point
of the solution for the given value of E. If the kinetic energy is negative, the point (Z, 6)
cannot be a point in the solution. The energy integral is called an "isolating integral"
because it isolates regions in the (Z, 6) plane which may or may not be points in a solution
set for a given value of E. These regions are determined from (4.102) by setting the
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kinetic energy equal to zero; namely

WWZ2 - V2(d)Z = E.

This quadratic equation is solved for Z as

zE(e) = {f2(0) db iv2\e) + 2EV1(e)]1/2\/vl(e). (6.201)

For a given E, (6.201) determines a locus of points in the (Z, d) plane along which the
kinetic energy is zero.

In Fig. 1, the curves (6.201) are plotted for the density (6.101). The potentials Vi(0)
and V2(d) are computed from (4.201) and (4.202) by use of the constants (6.107). The
point Z = 1, 6 = 0 is obtained from (6.201) for the energy E = —0.5. The curves are
constructed for values of E in the range [ — 0.5, 0] in increments of 0.05. The equilibrium
points (6.108) are indicated in Fig. 1 by crosses.

Z 1.0

0.5

Fig. 1. Constant energy curves.
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An equilibrium point is a point of stable equilibrium if curves of constant energy
enclose the equilibrium point. An equilibrium point is a point of unstable equilibrium if
the curves do not enclose the point. From an examination of Fig. 1, it is apparent that
Z = 1, 6 = 0 is a point of stable equilibrium whereas the other two points are points of
unstable equilibrium. For example, if initially Z = 1, 6 = 0 and E = —0.45, then for
all values of <p the solution set (Z(<p), 6 ((f )) must lie within the curves marked by E =
—0.45; hence, all values of Z and 6 must remain "near" Z = 1,0 = 0. On the other hand,
if initially Z = 0.356, 6 = 0.546 and E = —0.25, then the solution set (Z(<p), 6(<p)) must
remain inside of the curve denoted by E = —0.25; hence, all values of Z and 6 are not
necessarily "near" the original values.

6.8 Numerical solutions of first-order equations. In Fig. 2 a solution set of (4.206)
and (4.207) is plotted. This solution was obtained by numerical integration of (5.404),

l.5r

Z 1.0-

0.5 -0.1 0
9

Fig. 2. The orbit of a solution to the quasi-linear equations.
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(5.409) and (5.413). This integration yields S(<p), X{<p) and Y(<p) which upon substitition
in (5.406) and (5.411) yield Z(<p), d(<p). The initial values are Z = 0.5, 6 = Z' = 6' = 0;
hence, from (6.201), E = —0.375. Since the scales of Figs. 1 and 2 are different, the
constant-energy curves for E = —0.45, —0.40 and —0.35 are included in Fig. 2 for
reference.

Unless something pathological occurs, it appears from Fig. 2 that this solution set is
contained within some kind of a curvilinear "box". That is, there is a box-like region
of the Z, 6 plane in which this solution set lies. Since this box does not include all values
of Z and 6 which are within the constant-energy curve for E = —0.375, there is ap-
parently some other isolating integral which bounds Z and 6 within a region smaller
than that allowed by the energy integral.

A similar situation occurs for the approximate solution of Sec. 5.3. When f) = 5 = 0,
E and S of (5.301) are constants of integration which provide isolating integrals. Any
solution to (4.206) and (4.207) in this case must lie within the region of the Z, d plane
enclosed by the appropriate constant energy curve computed from (6.201). But in addi-
tion this solution must satisfy both equations of (5.301); hence, from (5.302) the values
of Z and e must satisfy [1 - (1 + 2S2E)l/2]/S2 < Z < [1 + (1 + 1S2E)U2]/S2 and
— [(iS2 — l)/a]1/2 < 6 < [(<S2 — l)/a]1/2. Thus, in this simple case the second isolating
integral requires the solution set to lie within a rectangular box in the (Z, 6) plane.

It is not known how a second isolating integral for the more general case when /3
and 8 are nonzero may be constructed, or evea if such a construction is possible in general.
If it is possible, the construction will be complicated by the existence of the two addi-
tional points of unstable equilibrium which are present in the more general case. The
boundary of the smaller isolating region must be some kind of a singular solution of the
energy integral (4.102) considered as a non-linear differential equation.

Upon examination of the orbit plotted in Fig. 2, it occurred to the author that it
might be possible to obtain a periodic solution if one could but "squeeze" together the
curved sides of the box. To test this hypothesis, another numerical integration was
performed with the initial conditions Z = 0.497, 8 = —0.045, Z' = 9' = 0. Again the
orbit which resulted appeared to lie within a curvilinear box. This box is plotted in Fig. 3.
Although a single curve was not produced, the size of the box in Fig. 3 is smaller than
that of Fig. 2. This result suggested the theory of Sec. 5.5.

6.4 Periodic solutions. The theory of Sec. 5.5 was tested numerically for various
values of the skewness parameter e. Four of the solutions Z(ip), 9(<p) which were obtained
for e = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 are plotted in Fig. 4. These solutions were constructed by
solving (5.513) as a set of linear algebraic equations for the first twenty an's. Since these
are linear equations, Krammer's rule was used to solve them. The determinant of the
coefficients of the first twenty a„s is given below in Table 2 under the heading A. The

Table 2.

e E a A I/a

0 -0.5 1.0 1.0 6.2832
0.1 -0.4950 0.9972 0.9608 6.4296
0.2 -0.4801 0.9968 0.8482 6.7720
0.3 -0.4551 0.9964 0.6780 7.3891
0.4 -0.4200 0.9963 0.4763 8.4252
0.5 -0.3789 0.9992 0.2767 10.3168
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I5r

-O.I O O.I

e
Fig. 3. The curvilinear box containing another solution to the quasi-linear eqautions.

a„s were then used to compute the first twenty bns from (5.518) and (5.520). The values
of cti were computed from (5.519), cr was then computed from (5.506), and its values are
given in Table 2. With the ans and 6„s computed Z(x) and 6(x) were computed next
using (5.517), (5.512), (5.510), (5.504) and (5.505).

The orbit for e = 0.5 in Fig. 4 should be compared with the orbit in Fig. 2 and the
curvilinear box in Fig. 3. Since this curve seems to result when the sides of the curvilinear
boxes of Figs. 2 and 3 are "squeezed" together, the periodic solution of Sec. 5.5 for e =
0.5 is stable.

It was not possible to construct these periodic solutions for larger values of e as the
approximations of Sec. 5.5 began to break down. It is apparent from Table 2 that A
decreases with increasing e, and in fact a root was determined graphically to occur at
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e=0.5

Z 1.0

Fig. 4. The orbits of four periodic solutions to the quasi-linear equations.

e ~ 0.71. The Fourier series (5.512) does not provide a solution to (5.511) at the value
of e for which A = 0. The accuracy of the solutions was checked by computing the
energy E from (4.102) for each value of x, and for values of e larger than 0.5, the energy
ceased to be reasonably constant. For accurate solutions for values of e in the range
0.5 < e < 0.7 more terms must be included in the expansions (5.504), (5.505) and (5.506).

6.5 Observable quantities. In order to compare the theory of this paper with obser-
vations of variable stars, it is necessary to obtain quantities that are directly observable.
Since radiative processes are neglected, the only remaining observables are the variable
star's period, radial variation and velocity variations. The star's radius as a function of
time is obtained from (2.203), (3.203) and (4.101) as

rbif)/R0 = Z-,[w(a)( 1 + a)]"1/2.
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If the right-hand side of the last equation is expanded to order d", there is obtained

rb(t)/R0 = (1 + C,0 + §C2f)/Z, (6.501)

where the constants C\ and C2 are computed from

C, = -[2/»(0)]1/2[l +«'(0)],

C2 = 2{[w'(0)/w(0) + u'(0) + 3][1 + «'(0)] - 2[2«'(0) + «"(0)]}/w(0).

For the density (6.101) these constants are

C1 = -2.09762, C2 = 26.7538.

A time derivative of (6.501) yields the velocity of the boundary as

rb(t)T0/R0 = -Z'(v)(l + C,0 + §C202) + Z (C, + Cs0)0'(»>), (6.502)

where the chain rule and the second transformation of (4.101) have been used.
To obtain the time dependence of (6.501) and (6.502), it is necessary to integrate the

second equation of (4.101) to obtain t(<p). In general this integration must be carried out
numerically, although it can be done exactly in some approximations (see Sec. 5.2).
Eq. (4.101) can be rewritten as

« - t0)/T0 = f Z'2(<p) d<p,
<'0

where t0 is a constant. When the solution for Z(<p), 8(<p) is periodic in <p, the solution is
periodic in t. For the periodic solution of Sec. 5.5, the last integral yields the time period
T as

T = T0I/c, I = I Z~\x) dx, (6.503)
Jo

where (5.501) has been used and Z(x) is given by (5.504). It is customary in variable star
observations to present data in terms of fractions of the star's period. Thus, the "phase"

rb

2.2

1.8

1.4

1.0

0.6

e=o.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
T

Fro. 5. The radius of the star for the periodic solutions.
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r is defined as

r = (t - to)/T = r1 f Z~\x) dx. (6.504)
Jo

From (4.105) and (6.503) there comes

T = (I/<j)R03/\GMK)~u2, (6.505)

which relates the period to the mass, radius and structure of the star and to the amplitude
of its oscillation. This formula should be compared with the results for a homogeneous
star (5.214).

Values of //a- are given in Table 2 for the computations described in Sec. 6.4. In
Figs. 5 and 6, the radius of the star rb defined by (6.501) and its velocity rb defined by
(6.502) are plotted as functions of r given by (6.504) for the periodic solutions of Sec. 6.4.
Only the variations over a half-period are graphed because the radius is an even function
of t whereas the radial velocity is an odd function of r, and, therefore, the variation over
a full period is readily deduced. The unit of radius in Fig. 5 is R0, and the unit of velocity
in Fig. 6 is R0/T.

In Melvin [11] it is shown that the homogeneous solution (5.213) fits the observed
adiabatic velocity curve of 5 Cephei to within a 5% error. In a later investigation it will
be attempted to reduce further the residuals of this fit by use of the radial velocity curve
(6.502).

Besides [11] there have been several attempts to devise a "simple" analytical explana-
tion for Cepheid variations. One of the more successful is the model of Rudd and Rosen-
berg [12], The models of [11] and [12] are derived under the assumption that the non-
adiabatic limit cycle is governed by a single, nonlinear oscillator equation. The reduction
to a single oscillator is, however, equivalent to the assumption that there is a standing
wave solution to the hydrodynamical equations for a pulsating star. The investigation
of this paper shows that such a result is unlikely because it neglects the coupling between
the modes which is caused by the inhomogeneity of the star.

e = o.5

rb

O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

T

Fig. 6. Radial velocity curves for the periodic solutions.
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It appears likely from (4.203) that the coupling constant 8 can vanish only for a
homogeneous star. This means that a periodic solution must be a travelling wave which
is governed by several coupled nonlinear oscillator equations. It is not obvious that
such equations even admit large-amplitude periodic solutions. The work of Rosenberg [13]
shows that nonlinear normal mode solutions can be constructed for certain two-dimen-
sional potentials. The investigation of this paper shows that a fundamental, nonlinear
normal-mode solution can be constructed for the equations of a star (3.502) and (3.503)
by use of the theory of Sec. 5.5.

When the velocity curves of Fig. 6 are compared with those for a homogeneous star
(see Rosseland [1], or Cox [14]), it is seen that the effect of the inhomogeneity can be
quite large. The largest differences occur near the phase of minimum radius when the
material of the star is the most compressed and the secondary wave travels the most
rapidly.

In this age of the large digital computer it may seem to be an anachronism to develop
an analytical theory of pulsating stars. Cox [14] notes, however, that the "brute-force"
methods of numerical integration have not been entirely successful, especially without
an analytical solution with which the numerical results may be compared. It is not
necessary to use a large digital computer to construct the periodic solutions of Sec. 5.5;
although it is tedious, a pocket calculator is sufficient.
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